[ 1] , [ 3] , [ 4] , [ 6 ] ) , treated the elliptic boundary value problem with the boundary condition (2), using the methods of functional analysis.
Fairly recently, M. Terakado pointed out that in the paper of S. Ito, a crucial lemma is not clear. From that time, the author discussed often with him about this problem. Our purpose is to consider what conditions should be imposed on a(x) and b(x) in (2), in order that the problem (I.B.P.) to be wellposed.
To be more precise, we consider the problem under the following situation. 
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We are concerned with H (^)-wellposedness for (I.B.P.), imposing the compatibility conditions. Namely, denoting Theorem. For the above problem to be H^-wellposed, the following conditions are necessary and sufficient :
( 1 ) a(x) does not change the sign. We assume therefore a(x) ^ 0,
(ii) On the set {x; a(x) = 0}, b(x) > 0.
We are concerned here with the necessity. The sufficiency is proved fairly easily. First we observe that, if we put u(.,t) = T^ u^ , T^ is a semi-group. T. Komura obtained the necessary and sufficient condition to the infinitesimal generator in Frechet spaces [ 5 ] . However it seems difficult to apply her method to the actual problem. Instead of that, suggested by this article, we use the truncated Laplace transform :
We assume the problem (I.E.P.) is H -wellposed, and from this assumption some basic facts.
1)-Continuity :
By the assumption of the wellposedness, by Banach, there exist an integer q and the constant C(T) such that 2)-Truncated Laplace transform :
Let :
We take u(.,o) in the following form: Let f (x) ^ C°°, and put q ^2 . 2j
where a(y) € C, which takes the value 1 in a neighborhood ot the origin.
Then :
in a neighborhood of the origin, g satisfies B(A J g) =0 (0 < j < q-1) , and
Observe that g is determined by f (x). We take f^(x) e H 4^2 .
solution u(.,t) with initial data g. Thus u(.,X) is defined by (2.3). Since (X-A)u^ = u(.,o), from (2.4) we get -X (X-A) (u(.,X) -up = -e u(.,l).
Moreover, since Bu(.,X) = 0, we obtain
We proceed further. Let u (x,y) be the solution of We consider a solution i^» (x) of the following equation
By taking the Fourier transformation, Therefore, it holds
Following the notation (2.9), we denote A = a(x)-A . Using the results of proposition 1, we get.
Proposition 2 : -2 1 1 For f(=A ^ ) e H , there exists an element w € H , satisfying Now it is easy to see that these properties are not compatible with (3.6), which shows, in the case (3.1). The problem (I.E.P.) is not wellposed.
Infact, in view of (3.5) :
On the other hand, the left-hand side is equal to
Re <^w,^> = Re <w, ^>. This is estimated from above by ||w||, |[Alp | | , . By the property of w, and (3.6), we see that, this last quantity is estimated of the form C' ^^ for any p. This is not compatible with (3.7). § 4 -PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 -We define t,w . w in the following order 
2'
Observe that | ft w^| | ^ = e-^lfjl^ const. e-V^ ! | |f | | ŵ hich is negligible.
J3
We are concerned with the last term. Observe Aw e H 2 , and 
